
Two years after the signing of Colombia’s peace agreement, the Colombian 
government’s lackluster implementation of the accord and declining interna-
tional attention threaten the construction of peace. The FARC guerrillas were 
successfully demobilized and violence levels dropped in many parts of Colombia. 
However, plans to increase the government’s presence in conflict zones, reinte-
grate ex-combatants into civilian life, and dismantle other illegal armed groups are 
proceeding too slowly. Commitments to address the needs of the rural population 
for land have stalled in Colombia’s legislature and victims’ rights are far from their 
promised place at the center of the agenda. Many areas of the countryside are 
still in conflict, and violence will surge if commitments to address the root causes 
of the conflict are not fulfilled. The most visible symbol of the peace accord’s 
troubles is the assassination of 164 human rights defenders in 2018. 

If implemented well, this peace accord would end the Western Hemisphere’s 
longest-running conflict—a war that has cost the lives of over 261,000 people and 
forced nearly 8 million to flee their homes, a level of internal displacement on the 
order of Syria. The accord offers a roadmap to modernize and incorporate aban-
doned rural areas, sustainably tackle illicit drug production, trafficking, and orga-
nized crime, and address deep-seated issues that fuel violence and inequality.

The United States played a critical role in advancing the peace process in 
Colombia. Today, however, while aid for peace accord implementation continues, 

A Wake-Up Call:
Colombia’s Peace at Risk
Lisa Haugaard

Together with Colombian and U.S. civil society organizations, the Latin America 
Working Group issued a memo outlining the promises of and challenges for peace in 
Colombia over two years after the signing of the peace accord between the Colombian 
government and the FARC. The memo recommends ways the U.S. government can 
contribute to sustainable solutions to preserve Colombia’s fragile peace. 

LAWG, in coordination with Colombia Human Rights Committee and Washington Office 
on Latin America, brought a delegation of Colombian human rights defenders to Wash-
ington, D.C. in April to shed light on the state of the accord implementation process and 
advocate for U.S. support for peace.

Below is the executive summary of the memo. You can read and download the full text 
at lawg.org/colombia-wake-up-call.
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U.S. diplomatic support for 
peace accord implementation 
has diminished, replaced with a 
focus on counternarcotics and 
the crisis in Venezuela. 

This Wake-Up Call outlines the 
promises of and challenges for 
peace in Colombia and recom-
mends ways the United States 
can contribute to sustainable 
solutions. If U.S. policymakers 
act boldly to encourage compli-
ance with the accords, it is not 
too late to preserve Colombia’s 
fragile peace. 

Recommendations 
for U.S. Policy

 � U.S. diplomacy should 
focus on encouraging full 
implementation of the 
peace accords. Specific 
obstacles should be raised 
and advances praised on 
a regular basis by the U.S. 
Embassy and State Department, as well as by Congress. The State 
Department should encourage the Colombian government to ensure 
that the Truth Commission, Search Unit for the Disappeared, and the 
Special Jurisdiction for Peace, as well as other initiatives to carry out 
the peace accord, are funded and supported. Consolidating peace 
should remain a major focus for U.S. diplomacy towards Colombia.

 � U.S. support via USAID for peace accord implementation 
should continue with an increase in support for civil society 
organizations. USAID should support the Truth Commission, 
the Search Unit for the Disappeared, and victims’ initiatives 
for truth and justice. It is vital to support USAID’s programs 
directly funding Afro-Colombian and indigenous organizations 
to consolidate peace and advance development plans of their 
own design. 

 � U.S. diplomacy and members of Congress should make a 
sustained effort to urge the Colombian government to fully 
implement the accord’s Ethnic Chapter, with attention to the 
rights to collective territory and collective protection. Similarly, 
U.S. diplomacy and members of Congress should encourage 
full implementation of all the gender provisions of the accord.

 � U.S. diplomacy should encourage the Colombian government 
to dismantle the paramilitary successor networks involved in 
drug trafficking and organized crime, which also fuel violence 
against defenders. This includes regularly convening the 
National Commission of Security Guarantees, implementing 
the 660 Decree, and ensuring the Attorney General’s special 
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unit is dismantling paramilitary successor groups—all accord-mandated mechanisms designed to protect communities 
and human rights defenders at risk. 

 � U.S. diplomacy should urge the Colombian government to improve its protection of human rights defenders and social 
leaders, encouraging the government to ensure prompt and effective investigations of attacks and threats against them, 
including uncovering those who ordered these crimes. U.S. diplomacy should encourage the National Protection Unit to 
significantly improve its individual and collective protection measures. 

 � The State Department and USAID should encourage the Colombian government to implement the accord’s commit-
ments to rural conflict zones. This includes ensuring individual and collective land titles are issued and land is provided 
to victims of displacement, small farmers, and Afro-Colombian and indigenous communities, as well as ensuring the 
Congress refrains from passing measures undermining these goals. It also includes ensuring that the government 
funds development plans created by local governments and communities (PDETs).

 � The FARC’s placement on the U.S. terrorist list should be reconsidered in light of its demobilization and the group’s 
general compliance with the peace accords. In the meantime, U.S. regulations should not be applied in a way that 
undermines U.S. support for reintegration and alternative development. 

 � The U.S. National Security Council should issue an interagency executive order for declassification of documents for 
Colombia’s Truth Commission.

 � The U.S. Congress should condition any military aid on progress in ensuring justice for grave human rights violations 
by Colombian security forces, dismantling paramilitary successor groups, protecting rights defenders, and respecting 
the rights of Afro-Colombian and indigenous communities. Congress should press the State Department to enforce the 
conditions. 

 � The U.S. government should take advantage of the opportunities provided by the accords to carry out eradication and 
crop substitution with community support. The United States should focus on working with communities to eradicate 
and replace coca and should encourage the Colombian government to fulfill its commitments to those who have signed 
eradication agreements. The aerial 
spraying program, which damaged 
human health and the environment and 
failed to sustainably eradicate coca, 
should under no circumstances be 
revived. 

 � The U.S. government should support 
UN efforts to verify and encourage 
compliance with the accords, including 
by supporting and consulting with the 
UN Political Mission and the UN High 
Commissioner for Human Rights office 
in Colombia.

 � The United States should not draw 
Colombia, itself still in conflict and not 
yet recovered from decades of war, into 
conflict with Venezuela. The U.S. should 
value and support Colombia’s efforts 
to provide humanitarian assistance to 
Venezuelan refugees within Colombia. 
However, assistance should not 
contribute to escalating tensions at the 
Colombia-Venezuela border.

Lisa with Johan, Jomary, Danilo, and Javier at the Albert Einstein Memorial.

Want to learn more about the Colombian social leaders mentioned in this article? 
Go to the MEET THE DEFENDERS section on page 6!
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It’s been a tough start to the year. Attacks against migrants and refugees have continued relentlessly. But even in the midst 
of the chaos, we’ve relentlessly stood strong and pushed forward with you. Our activism has paid off. And we’re planning 
to stand up to each and every one of the administration’s threats to rip families apart and leave those fleeing persecution 
stranded without protections.

Moving Onward to Permanent Protections for Dreamers & TPS Beneficiaries
As Temporary Protected Status (TPS) beneficiaries continue to live in limbo, lawsuits recently managed to extend 
protections through January 2020 for the over 300,000 Hondurans, Salvadorans, Haitians, and Nicaraguans who had been 
targeted by the Trump Administration with removal of their legal status, some after decades of building their lives in the 
United States. But living from one short and inconsistent extension to the next is no replacement for permanent protec-
tion. And it’s no way for these members of our communities to live. That’s why we’ve pushed for a pathway to citizenship for 
TPSianos.

After months of our tireless activism together, bills have been introduced in both the House and the Senate with the aim to 
protect millions of Dreamers and TPS recipients. In the House of Representatives, H.R.6 – American Dream and Promise 
Act of 2019 was introduced with an amazing 227 cosponsors. In the Senate, there are two bills: S. 874 – Dream Act of 2019 
and S. 879 – Safe Environment from Countries Under Repression and in Emergency (SECURE) Act. This is an important first 
step to ensuring permanent protection for these long-standing members of our communities. But, it’s only the first step.

We now need to get these bills passed. And we’ve already begun the work to educate Congress and get them to do so. 
On International Women’s Day, we hosted a congressional briefing with partners to bring women TPS voices to the halls 
of Congress and to highlight the negative impacts of leaving individuals like them without permanent protections. And 
we didn’t stop there—we met one-on-one with staffers of new members of Congress to make sure they understood the 
importance of protecting TPS and DACA recipients as well as the rights of all migrants and asylum seekers. We updated and 
shared our resources—like a memo on the Negative Consequences of Ending Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for U.S. 
Investments in El Salvador and Honduras—so that you’d be armed with the facts you need to take action with your elected 
representatives. 

Standing Up for  
Families and Children 
at the Border
The hateful rhetoric against asy-
lum-seeking individuals, families, and 
children arriving at our border has 
not stopped. And this administration 
continues to vilify asylum seekers, 
suggesting their claims are fake and 
criminalizing the very act of seeking 
protection. Yet we know that the 
reasons Guatemalans, Hondurans, and 
Salvadorans flee their homes haven’t 
changed, and they have a right to seek 
safety. They’re organizing together to 
migrate in groups to leverage safety 
in numbers. We’ve lifted up these 
concerns expressed by our partners in 
the region, working hard to educate on 
why we’re seeing an exodus.

Stand Strong for the Rights of Migrants and Refuges
Daniella Burgi-Palomino & Lily Folkerts

Art on the Mexican side of the U.S. border in Nogales, AZ. Photo by Daniella Burgi-Palo-
mino.
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The administration claims that we have a crisis at the border. We know the 
crisis is one that the administration itself has created. These illegal policies 
turn away individuals who present themselves at ports of entry to seek asylum 
or put them on lengthy waitlists, while arbitrarily only processing a few individu-
als a day. The reality is that we have witnessed a higher number of family units 
and unaccompanied children arriving at our border in the last four months, but 
overall apprehension numbers are not the highest we’ve seen in the last four 
decades. 

One of these new illegal policies has meant that asylum seekers arriving at 
ports of entry on the U.S.-Mexico border will be returned to Mexico to wait for 
the duration of their U.S. immigration proceedings. The “Migration Protection 
Protocols” (MPP)—frequently referenced as “Remain in Mexico”—has nothing 
to do with migrant protections. In fact, it does just the opposite. It breaks 
both U.S. and international law such as by violating due process and creates a 
logistical nightmare for obtaining legal counsel. It forces asylum seekers to wait 
in danger in Mexico, which is experiencing the worst homicide rate ever record-
ed, and disappearances, extortion, and kidnappings are common human rights 
violations that migrants experience along Mexico’s northernmost states. And it 
strains northern border civil society shelters, which lack sufficient resources as 
they are not intended for extended stays to wait on the backlogged U.S. asylum 
system, or simply don’t exist everywhere along the border.

Since the beginning of this policy announcement in December 2018 and the 
start of its implementation in January 2019, we have spoken out against 
it, educating about why it’s illegal, dangerous, and must end. We mobilized 
rapidly, meeting with members of Congress and denouncing the policy with 
our Mexican partners in statements and a letter to former DHS Secretary 
Nielsen. The letter, signed by 60 organizations, was used in one of the lawsuits, 
Innovation Law Lab v Nielsen, challenging the policy. As a result of the case, a 

federal judge issued a preliminary injunction to halt the policy at the beginning of April. But a week later, a federal appeals 
court temporarily lifted the injunction, and the Trump Administration has announced it will continue with implementation. As 
of early April, around 1,400 migrants have been returned to Mexico, mostly to Tijuana, including families and children. And 
the number of individuals returned, the risks they face, and the time they must wait will only grow.

We will continue opposing this policy and the other illegal practices that restrict access to asylum at the border. Instead, 
we need to make sure that U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) is held accountable for these illegal actions, ensures 
due process for asylum seekers, and hires child welfare, medical, and language professionals. CBP should use existing 
funding to provide children and families with care and services to make sure no one suffers the fates of young Jakelin Caal 
Maquin and Felipe Gomez Alonzo from Guatemala, whose deaths in CBP custody could have been prevented. And ultimate-
ly, we need more judges to clear up the years-long backlog in immigration courts.

Resisting Upcoming Threats and Defunding Hate
The administration is going to keep fabricating a crisis that it has the means to resolve with existing resources. We need to 
keep pushing back on its call for more resources for DHS, in particular for Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE) 
and CBP. It already has more than sufficient resources, it’s just been investing it all the wrong places to harm border 
communities and migrants arriving at our border. Under this administration alone, CBP’s budget went from a bloated $13.3 
billion to $17.3 billion. We need to keep pushing back against funding for the wall, more agents, and more detention beds. 

This is particularly important because, with the current shake-up at DHS, we know whoever replaces former Secretary 
Nielsen could implement even harsher and crueler policies. Interim DHS Secretary Kevin McAleenan is supportive of 
reinstating family separation. He even recently stated that he had no regrets about last summer’s appalling “zero tolerance” 
policy—which left hundreds of children traumatized and some still not reunited with their parents almost a year later. He’s 
also indicated that he’s open to changing the Flores protections to keep children detained in immigration jails for longer.

Memorial display in honor of Jakelin outside 
of the Customs and Border Protection 
headquarters. Photo by Andrea Fernández 
Aponte.
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And we’re seeing more threats against asylum 
seekers in a new ruling by Attorney General 
William Barr. Set for implementation in the next few 
months, it would keep asylum seekers detained 
indefinitely while they wait for the results of their 
asylum proceedings. This goes hand-in-hand 
with the administration’s call for funding a record 
number of detention beds to arrest and deport 
more individuals. Instead, we need communi-
ty-based alternatives to detention, like family case 
management programs, which are much more 
cost-effective and humane.

Despite our small victories, there’s still much 
more work to be done. Together, let’s build some 
momentum for more just and humane policies 
toward migrants and refugees from the region and 
toward our own members of our communities.

Jomary Ortegón Osorio
Jomary and her colleagues 
at the José Alvear Restrepo 
Lawyers Collective (CAJAR) 
have dedicated their careers 
to representing victims of 
human rights violations 
in Colombia, specifically 
those affected by country’s 
decades-long armed conflict.

Jaime Arias
Jaime serves as the elected 
leader of the Kankuamo 
Indigenous Organization. He 
has dedicated his life to the 
advancement of the rights of 
the Kankuamo peoples. His 
work has helped spotlight the 
effect of the armed conflict 
on indigenous groups. 

Danilo Rueda
Danilo is the director of the 
Inter-Ecclesial Commission 
of Justice and Peace 
(Justicia y Paz), a Colombian 
organization that promotes, 
defends, and supports justice 
and human rights.  

 

Johan Giraldo Ospina
Johan is the president of 
the Gustavo A. Marulanda 
Corporation for Human 
Rights (Corpoguama) and 
was representing the Coor-
dinación Colombia Europa 
Estados Unidos—a coalition 
of over 275 Colombian 
human rights organizations.

Meet the Defenders:  2019 “Wake-Up” Delegation
Ethan Young

LAWG staff join protesters at the border in Nogales, Arizona. Photo by 
Daniella Burgi-Palomino.
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When the first migrant caravan from Honduras broke 
U.S. news last November, we answered your most 
pressing questions with, The Migrant Caravan: Just 
the Facts (lawg.org/the-migrant-caravan-just-the-
facts/). But a lot has happened since—crackdowns 
by the Mexican government, growing xenophobia 
in Mexico, and pressure from the U.S. government. 
That’s why one of our partners, Brenda Elodia Ochoa, 
the Director of Centro de Derechos Humanos Fray 
Matías de Córdova A.C. (Fray Matías), a Mexican 
human rights organization that has been working on 
the protection of the rights of migrants and refugees 
for years, came to D.C. in March. She provided first-
hand information about the current state of Mexico’s 
southern border and migrants’ protection needs as 
they cross into Mexico. Here’s what she said. 

This first caravan that left Honduras in November and arrived at Mexico’s southern border had a strong sense of collec-
tive identity, “colectividad de base,” according to Brenda. Since then, the number of migrants that Fray Matías has seen at 
Mexico’s southern border has increased. Last year, the caravans were received with open arms by Mexicans—what Brenda 
views as a show of Latin American solidarity. 

But Brenda said it is not the same situation for the caravans that have since followed. The open arms of both the 
Mexican government and people have been closing. Many migrants are being deported without the chance to even ask 
for asylum. And those who are able to do so find delayed processing times and bureaucratic processes that are difficult to 
navigate if organizations like Fray Matias don’t provide them with legal assistance. Unaccompanied children and adoles-
cents in particular are being detained and deported. And these adolescents, often escaping from gang violence in their 
home countries in Central America, are being criminalized and profiled as gang members—when in reality they’re fleeing 
from them. She senses that the local response has also changed—many Mexican communities are no longer as welcoming 

as they were in the past, making it difficult for migrants to 
receive assistance. And nongovernmental organizations, like 
Fray Matías, that have been trying to fill the gaps, are unable to 
completely do so. They lack resources and capacity to accom-
modate the numbers of migrants. 

And pressure from the United States to Mexico to step up 
its enforcement is having a negative impact on the rights of 
migrants and asylum seekers, too. Brenda said that the truth 
is that “nuestras políticas son el reflejo de sus políticas”—our 
policies are a reflection of your policies. It’s important that both 
the Mexican and U.S. governments recognize the caravans for 
what they are—not a security threat but a means of survival. The 
exodus of Central Americans fleeing in caravans is not just a 
product of the insecurity and instability of their home countries, 
but also of the extreme danger of making the journey north. 
LAWG urges both governments to respect the rights of these 
migrants and asylum seekers.

Voces from Mexico’s Southern Border: 
Civil Society Responses to Migrant Caravans
Luna García & Lily Folkerts

Daniella and Lily with Rachel (KIND) and Brenda (Fray Matías) 
at the State Department. Photo by Ethan Young.

Brenda (Fray Matías) speaks to a group of U.S.-based civil society 
organizations. Photo by Lily Folkerts. 
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